
Opaities of Moleules and DustDavid R. Alexander1, Jason W. Ferguson1, Akemi Tamanai1;2, Julia Vukovih 1, Frane Allard 3, andPeter H. Haushildt 41 Department of Physis, Wihita State University, Wihita, KS 67260-00322 Tehnishe Universitat Berlin, Germany3 CRAL-ENS, 46 Allee d'Italie, Lyon, 69364 Frane, Cedex 074 Dept. of Physis & Astronomy and Center for Simulated Physis, The University of Georgia, Athens, GA30602-2451As progressively lower temperatures are enountered in a stellar atmosphere, �rst moleules and �nallydust grains beome important soures of opaity. The abundane of important moleular and solid absorbersdepends upon temperature, pressure, and the hemial omposition in omplex ways whih require detailedequation of state alulations. Moleular spetra, whih usually ontain thousands or millions of spetrallines, are usually treated statistially in the opaity sampling method. Beause of the size of modern linelists and the omputation time required to proess them, eÆient omputation of moleular opaity requiresareful seletion of the wavelengths and the relevant lines. We will disuss these proedures, and the resultsobtained for important absorbers suh as H2O and T iO.For temperatures below about 1,800 K, some materials begin to preipitate out of the gas phase assmall solid partiles. Beause these small grains are very eÆient absorbers and satterers of light, theydominate the opaity whenever they exist. The thermodynami and optial properties of these materialswill be explored. Reent results show that even grains with relatively low abundanes, suh as Al2O3 andCaT iO3, an have a dramati impat on the struture of stellar atmospheres. Most atmospheres withTeff < 3; 000 K, both giant and dwarf, have grains in their outer layers in suÆient quantity to a�et theemergent spetrum.



Radiative Transfer in Moleular LinesAndr�es Asensio Ramos (1) and Javier Trujillo Bueno (1,2)(1) Instituto de Astrof��sia de Canarias (Spain), (2) Consejo Superior de Investigaiones Cient���asMoleular lines are generally very good traers of the physial onditions in old regions of the Universe(e.g. moleular louds, ool stars, et.), but moleular speies are also found in not so old environments (e.g.the magnetized solar atmosphere). For a reliable interpretation of spetrosopi and spetropolarimetriobservations of moleular lines it is often neessary to arry out detailed radiative transfer simulations inmoleular lines, both in LTE and NLTE. Here we present a multilevel radiative transfer ode for the synthesisof moleular lines in stellar atmospheres, showing some illustrations of alulations in di�erent astrophysialontexts and onsidering moleules like H2O, CO and OH. We will disuss our implementation of highlyonvergent iterative methods and formal solvers with espeial emphasis on spherial geometry. We will alsopresent a hemial evolution ode whih is urrently allowing us to hek the approximation of instantaneoushemial equilibrium in the alulation of the abundanes of a variety of moleular speies.



Formal Solution: EXPLICIT AnswersLawrene AuerX-3, Applied Physis Division, Los Alamos National LaboratoryEvaluation of the radiation �eld arising from a spei�ed set of thermodynami and kineti material onditionsis known as the Formal Solution. The ability to �nd suh solutions eÆiently is ritial to the iterativesolution of the impliit oupled matter plus radiation problem. It is �rst shown how the exat relativistiradiation transport along a ray may be redued to a set of easily evaluated integrals. The short harateristiapproah is then used to �nd the formal solution of multi-dimensional radiation problems.



Insight into Multi-Dimensional TransferLawrene AuerX-3, Applied Physis Division, Los Alamos National LaboratoryAlthough omputers are beoming ever more powerful, modelers must be aware of potential omputationaldangers. Resolution of optial boundaries and interfaes is neessary in order to predit orretly theradiation �eld. For regular objets this is aomplished simply by using "logarithmi gridding" on theoutside edges. For irregular objets, like prominenes or loops, resolution of all the interior interfaes isa nearly insurmountable problem. Monte Carlo is a powerful and robust tool for validating deterministiresults. It is partiularly appropriate in this era of multi-proessor omputing. It automatially resolvesall boundaries, avoids the "ray e�ets" inherent in the use of distint rays, an easily treat even fratalstrutures, and should beome a �rst-look tool for the investigation of the e�et of geometrial struture onthe radiation �eld.



Spherial and Expanding Model Atmosphere Preditions for InterferometryJ. P. Aufdenberg1, P. H. Haushildt2, E. Baron31Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysis2University of Georgia3University of OklahomaDiret interferometri measurement of stellar limb-darkening, unambiguously revealed by the shape of thevisibility urve a beyond the �rst null, is presently available for a only a few stars. The vast majorityof present day stellar diameter measurements require a theoretial limb-darkening orretion to reoverthe \true" diameter and to interpret multi-wavelength uniform disk results. Compilations of theoretial,wavelength dependent, enter-to-limb intensity pro�les needed for suh orretions are almost exlusivelyderived from plane-parallel model atmospheres and are therefore generally inappropriate for modeling theatmospheres of giant and supergiant stars. In our theoretial studies of the angular sizes of both hot andool supergiant stars with the general-purpose stellar atmosphere ode PHOENIX, we have found signi�antand testable di�erenes between spherial and plane-parallel model preditions. We show examples ofthese di�erenes in our studies of 1) the interferometri diameter of the A-type supergiant � Cygni and2) interferometri diameter ratios at wavelengths inside and adjaent to the 712 nm TiO band for normalM-type giants and supergiants.



Influene of Mass Flows on the Energy Balane and Struture of the SolarTransition RegionE. H. Avrett and J. M. FontenlaHarvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysis 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138 USAavrett�fa.harvard.edu jfonten750�earthlink.netWe have extended our previous modeling of energy balane in the hromosphere-orona transition region toinlude the e�ets of partile and mass ows. We onsider quasi-steady ases satisfying the momentum andenergy balane equations throughout the transition region and low orona. We inlude partile di�usion aswell as ows in the non-LTE equations for H, HeI, and HeII. Mass ows substantially a�et the ionizationand radiative losses of H and He, thereby a�eting the struture and extent of the transition region. We �ndthat the H and He line pro�les are greatly a�eted by ows, and that line shifts are muh less importantthan the hanges in line intensity and entral reversal due to the e�ets of ows on atmospheri struture.The pro�les we ompute an generally explain the range of observed high spetral and spatial resolutionLyman alpha pro�es from the quiet Sun. A full aount of this work appears in a paper by Fontenla, Avrett,and Loeser submitted to The Astrophysial Journal.



Parallelization Strategies for ALI Radiative Transfer in Moving MediaE. Baron, P. H. Haushildt, and D. LowenthalUniversity of Oklahoma and University of GeorgiaWe desribe the method we have used to parallelize our spherially symmetri speial relativisti short har-ateristis general radiative transfer ode PHOENIX. We desribe some possible parallelization strategiesand show why they would be ineÆient. We disuss the multiple parallelization strategy tehniques that wehave adopted. We briey disuss generalizing these strategies to full 3-D (spatial) radiation transfer odes.



NLTE modeling of lines in expanding shells of LPVsU. Bolik, He. Rihter and E. SedlmayrZentrum fuer Astronomie und Astrophysik, TU Berlin, D-10623 Berlin, GermanyThe dynamis of the ool, shok penetrated, expanding atmospheres of Long Period Variables (LPVs) anbe studied by spetral lines of various atoms or moleules. Espeially the infrared moleular line pro�les ofthe CO moleule are exellent diagnosti tools appropriate for the overall struture of the inner, expandingirumstellar layers. Due to the high abundane of CO as well as its formation and stability at high temper-atures it is dominant in the irumstellar shells of LPVs. If one fouses on the detailed shok strutures inatmospheri layers lose to the photosphere for example, various optial atomi lines of neutral and ionizedmetals (e.g. Mg I, Fe I, Fe II) are suitable diagnosti tools (see Rihter & Wood 2001, A&A 369, 1027).To model the various atomi and moleular lines of interest, a radiative transfer ode (stati, spherialsymmetri, o-moving frame, aelerated lambda iteration) has been developed to handle the espeiallyawkward onditions of ool LPV's atmospheres. Here we present and disuss in detail results of the infraredCO-line alulations and give a brief outlook on work in progress for optial metal line alulations.



Simulation of hot methane spetraA.Borysow1, J.P.Champion2, U.G.J�rgensen1, C.Wenger21Niels Bohr Institute, Astronomial Observatory, Copenhagen, Denmark2Laboratoire de Physique, Universit�e de Bourgogne, Dijon, FraneMethane is known to play a ruial role for the struture and spetrum of the oolest stars { T-type dwarfsand arbon-type dwarfs { as well as in hot-Jupiter exoplanets, brown dwarfs, and the proto-solar nebula.Laboratory data represent well the room temperature monohromati absorption oeÆient of methane,while even the most extensive laboratory data only aount for less than 1% of the omplete methaneabsorption oeÆient at 3000K.We present here the �rst line-by-line omputation of the absorption oeÆient of methane aimed atdesribing the high temperature opaities of the gas-phase. Our preliminary data inlude 5 million lineswith an auray in the line position of 1 m�1 for all vibrations and rotational values up to J=65, and withan auray of approximately 10% in the intensity. The preliminary data have a fair degree of ompletenessfor temperatures up to 2500K, but over for the moment only the limited spetral region from 800 to4000 m�1.



Density Funtional Calulations for Atoms in very Strong Magneti FieldsM. BraunPhysis Department University of South AfriaP O Box 392Pretoria 0003South AfriaIn this ontribution the results of density funtional alulations for multi eletron atoms suh as helium ,arbon and neon in extremely strong magneti �elds of the order of 109 ! 1013 Tesla , suh as they exist onneutron stars, are presented. We show the results obtained for eigenergies using three di�erent funtionals.By omparing the energies for helium with those obtained using the Hartree Fok method we establish whihfuntional is most suitable for alulating atomi data via this method. We also present preliminary resultsfor matrix elements of dipole transition in helium and arbon. Some ideas for improving the auray ofthese alulations are also disussed.



Cool helium-rih white dwarfs: moleular opaitiesI. BuesDr. Remeis-Sternwarte Bamberg, Sternwartstr. 7, 96049 Bamberg, GermanyFor helium-rih white dwarf model atmospheres with e�etive temperatures below 5000 K, moleulartransitions of polyatomi moleules of arbon, hydrogen and even pressure-indued helium ompounds be-ome important for the opaity and thus for the pressure strati�ation. We investigate infrared pressurebroadened features and their role in shifting the ux to the blue region of the spetrum. For Te� = 4500 Kand 4300 K, log g = 8, results will be shown and ompared to observed uxes. The importane of grains inthe outermost layers will be disussed.



Numerial Multi-D Radiation (Magneto-) HydrodynamisMats Carlsson1, Robert F. Stein21 Institute of Theoretial Astrophysis, University of Oslo2 Dept. of Physis and Astronomy, Mihigan State UniversityThe problem of 3D Radiation Magneto-Hydrodynamis is too omplex to solve numerially in the generalase; approximations are needed to bring the numerial omplexity to tratable levels. These approximationsare problem dependent. We will use the ase of the Solar hromosphere to illustrate these issues. Theimplementation of a 1D Radiation Hydrodynamis ode with a rather detailed and realisti treatmentof the oupling between radiation and matter is desribed. Saling properties and parallelization issuesare disussed. Various strategies and on-going work for the implementation of a 3D Radiation Magneto-Hydrodynamis ode are desribed.



Polarized radiation transfer { pratial experiene with the aeleratedlambda iteration methodJohen L. Deetjen, S. Dreizler, S. Jordan and K. WernerInstitut f�ur Astronomie und Astrophysik T�ubingen, Abteilung Astronomie, Sand 1, D-72076 T�ubingen, GermanyNeutron stars and some of the white dwarfs have magneti �elds. The light emitted by these stars is polarizedand an be haraterized by the four Stokes omponents I, Q, U , and V . Therefore the polarized radiationtransport equation di�ers signi�antly from the non-magneti ase. It is a system of linear di�erentialequations oupled in I, Q, U , and V with depth dependent opaities and magneto-optial parameters. Themost potential method, the aelerated lambda iteration, is presented in detail and pratial experienesalulating neutron star atmospheres are reported.



Temperature Corretion ShemesStefan DreizlerInstitut f�ur Astronomie und Astrophysik, Sand 1,D-72076 T�ubingenThe pro and ontra for using temperature orretion are disussed on the basis of our linearization shemeand our implementation of an Uns�old-Luy temperature orretion. I will show the improvements whihpartly overome the typial weakness of the UL-sheme as well as our generalization to non-LTE.



Basis Multidimensional Radiative TransferP. Fabiani BendihoTHEMISIn the last years, the improvement in the observations and the inreasing spatial resolution obtained opena wide range of questions related to the diagnosti and simulation of multidimensional plasmas. Thisontribution fouses on the development and implementation of eÆient 2D and 3D radiative transfer (RT)methods that allow Non-LTE e�ets in inhomogeneous astrophysial plasmas to be rigorously investigated.We disuss the optimal way to solve the multidimensional RT problem with emphasis on the numerialdiÆulties arising from interpolation and boundary questions. We present some 3D formal solvers that aresuitable for both, unpolarized and polarized RT. Finally we show the power of urrent multidimensionalodes with some illustrative and realisti Non-LTE multilevel alulations in 2D and 3D shemati modelsof stellar atmospheres.



The Ionizing Continuum from Theta 1 Ori C, the ionizing star in the OrionNebulaGary J. FerlandPhysis, University of KentukyThe talk will disuss what is known about the stellar ontinuum produed by the entral star in the OrionNebula. Nebular spetrosopy and related analysis results in an aurate determination of the ontinuumbetween 900A and 200A. Of the stellar atmospheres available today, the Mihalas (1972) ome the losestto reproduing the inferred ontinuum. This star ould serve as a benhmark in understanding futureatmosphere alulations.



Some Aspets of Modelling of Pulsating AtmospheresAndrew B. FokinStellar Physis Division, Institute of Astronomy, MosowNonlinear modelling of pulsating stars have two speial aspets. Firstly, a self-onsistent time-dependentmodel must inlude not only the optially thin atmospheri region, but also the large sub-photospherienvelope, whih generates the auto-exited osillations. The physial onditions and spatial sales of theseregions are very di�erent, while the auray of alulations should be as high as possible, espeially ofthe alulation of periodi radiative shok waves. As show numerial experiments, loss of auray in thedesription of the atmospheri dynamis an strongly a�et the motions on the inner matter, and vie versa,to say nothing of the sinteti line spetrum whih is one of the main goals of the atmosphere modelling.Seondly, to obtain the attrator (normally the limit yle) we must run our hydrodynami model from� 102 to � 104 pulsational yles, with normally thousands of intermediate models (time steps) per yle.It is thus lear that one should reasonably simplify the problem of the radiative hydrodynamis if we wishto see the results. In the same time the auray must be high enough to obtain physially plausible results.In the present talk I shall desribe one of possible approahes to this problem. The talk onsists of threeparts: Radiative Hydrodynamis of Pulsating Models; Line Pro�le Modelling; Radiative Shoks in PulsatingAtmosphere.



A new method for 3D radiative transfer with adaptive gridsD. Folini(1), R. Walder(2), M. Psarros(2), and A. C. Desboeufs(2)(1) Observatoire de Strasbourg, Strasbourg, Frane(2) Institut fur Astronomie, ETH Zurih, Zurih, SwitzerlandWe present a new method for 3D NLTE radiative transfer in moving media, inluding an adaptive grid,along with some test examples and �rst appliations. The entral features of our approah we briey outlinein the following.For the solution of the radiative transfer equation, we make use of a generalized mean intensity approah.In this approah, the transfer eqation is solved diretly, instead of using the moments of the transfer equation,thus avoiding the assoiated losure problem. In a �rst step, a system of equations for the transfer of eahdireted intensity is set up, using short harateristis. Next, the entity of systems of equations for eahdireted intensity is re-formulated in the form of one system of equations for the angle-integrated meanintensity. This system then is solved by a modern, fast BiCGStab iterative solver. An additional advantageof this proedure is that onvergene rates barely depend on the spatial disretization.For the solution of the rate equations we use Housholder transformations. Lines are treated by a 3Dgeneralization of the well-known Sobolev-approximation. The two parts, solution of the transfer equationand solution of the rate equations, are iteratively oupled.We reently have implemented an adaptive grid, whih allows for reursive re�nement on a ell-by-ellbasis. The spatial resolution, whih is always a problemati issue in 3D simulations, we an thus loallyredue or augment, depending on the problem to be solved.



Comparisons between Observed and Computed Visible and Near-UV Spetra ofVegaAlejandro Gar��a Gil(1), Carlos Allende Prieto(2), Ram�on J. Gar��a L�opez(1,3), Ivan Hubeny(4)(1)Instituto de Astrof��sia de Canarias, Spain, (2)MDonald Observatory and Department of Astronomy, Universityof Texas at Austin, USA, (3)Departamento de Astrof��sia, Universidad de La Laguna, Spain, (4)Laboratory forAstronomy and Solar Physis, NASA/GSFC, USABy using the Synspe program with di�erent LTE and NLTE atmospheri models of Alpha Lyrae (Vega,spetral type A0V), we obtain di�erent emitted uxes. Taking into aount the distane from Hipparos,it is obtained the spetrum that would be observed from Earth for eah model. This spetrum is omparedwith UV alibrations from the IUE and UARS satellites and visible ground-based observations. Absoluteuxes from the SOLSTICE experiment onboard UARS provide an independent soure to assess the qualityof the available data. The main goal of this work is to better understand and solve the ontroversy aboutthe missing opaity problem in the UV. This is just the �rst step in that diretion.



2D NLTE odeLeonid Georgiev and John HillierPhysis and Astronomy Department, University of Pittsburgh, USA. leonid�bruno.phyast.pitt.eduWe are developing a new ode apable of treating multidimensional problems. The rate equations aresolved using a preonditioning tehnique using a loal ALO. A formal solver, based on the mothod ofshort harateristis, is used for the ontinuum and the bound-bound transitions are treated using Sobolevapproximation. The temperature orretions are done using a linearization of the eletron termal balaneequation. In this poster we present the ode tehniques and its performans in some test ases. The resultsare ompared with CMFGEN.



Hydrodynami model atmospheres for hot starsG. Gr�afenerInstitut f�ur Physik, Universit�at Potsdam, GermanyReent non-LTE models for expanding atmospheres, aounting for iron group line-blanketing and lumping,show a radiative aeleration whih supplies a large part of the driving fore of hot star winds. Aiming at thealulation of hydrodynamially onsistent atmosphere models, we developed a method for the solution ofthe hydrodynami equations, taking into aount the radiation pressure from the omoving-frame radiationtransport. In this work we desribe our approah for the solution of the hydrodynamis and present �rstexamples of onsistent wind models for hot stars.



Infrared radiative ooling / heating of the terrestrial mesosphere / lowerthermosphere: Non-LTE analysis of the CRISTA limb radiane dataO. Gusev, M. Kaufmann and K. U. Grossmann (1)A. A. Kutepov (2)University of Wuppertal, Gauss-Str. 20, 42097 Wuppertal, Germany (1)Max Plank Institute for Extraterrestrial Physis, Giessenbahstr., 85748 Garhing, Germany (2)The new model of radiative ooling/heating of the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) in the ro-vibrational bands of atmospheri gases (CO2, O3, H2O, CO, NO, N2O and others) aounts for vibrationaland rotational non-LTE, line-overlapping, and absorption and transformation of the near-infrared solarradiation. The model utilizes ALI tehnique for the solution of the system of kineti equations and the DFEradiative transfer algorithm. The ontributions of various band to the total ooling/heating are analyzed.The model is applied to the alulation of the MLT ooling/heating for atmospheri data retrieved from theCRISTA limb radiane measurements. Impliations for modeling of the MLT region are disussed.



A Grid of Model Atmospheres for Cool StarsBengt Gustafsson1,Bengt Edvardsson1, Kjell Eriksson1, U�e Gr�ae-J�rgensen2, Mihelle Mizuno-Wiedner1, Bertrand Plez31Uppsala Astronomial Observatory, Sweden2Copenhagen Astronomial Observatory, Denmark3Institute for Earth, Water and Spae Sienes, University of Montpellier II, FraneAn extensive grid of spherially symmetri model atmospheres of stars with� 2500 K � Te� � 8000 K,� �1:0 � log g (= logGM=R2) � 5:0 (gs units),� di�erent ombinations of M and R,� �5 � [A=H℄ � 1, and� a number of CNO abundane ombinationsis being onstruted with an updated version of the MARCS program.Speial e�orts are made to reah auray and ompleteness in opaity data. Opaity sampling is used with10,000 and (for a minority of models) 90,000 wavelength points. Syntheti spetra are also provided.We shall show how these lassial models may be used to illustrate important physial properties of oolstar atmospheres.



Dominating solar opaity soures in the near uvM. Haberreiter (1, 2), I. Hubeny (3), E. Rozanov (1), W. Shmutz (1)(1) Physikalish-Meteorologishes Observatorium Davos, World Radiation Centre, Davos Dorf, CH-7260,Switzerland, (2) Institute of Astronomy, ETH Zentrum, Sheuhzerstrasse 7, Z�urih, CH-8092, Switzerland, (3)NASA Goddard Spae Flight Centre, Greenbelt, MD 20771, USA.Rozanov et al. (2002) have determined that the inuene of the solar irradiane variability on the hemialomposition in the stratosphere is dominated by two narrow bands in the UV entered around 215 nmand 265 nm. We have evaluated the dominant opaity soures at these wavelengths and �nd it neessaryto inlude the omplex ontinuum absorption ross setions from the lower levels of neutral metals. Wepresent our straightforward solution how to desribe these opaities. There is the obvious need to treat theline blanketing whih mainly depends on the ompleteness of the line list. We base our alulations on aombination of the spherially symmetri non-LTE `Kiel-ode' and the spetral synthesis by the SYNSPECode. In order to evaluate the quality of our omputations we ompare our preditions with the UV spetrumobserved by SUSIM.



Line-profile variations in elipsing binariesP. Hadrava and J. Kub�atAstronomial Institute of the Aademy of Sienes, CZ 251 65 Ond�rejov, Czeh Republihad�sunstel.asu.as.z, kubat�sunstel.asu.as.zThe Fourier method of spetra disentangling generalized to the ase of variable strength of lines (f. Hadrava1995, A&AS 114, 393 and 1997, A&AS 122, 581) applied to the spetra obtained during elipses of abinary proved to be sensitive to the variations of limb-darkening aross line-pro�les. These variationsreet the vertial struture of the elipsed atmosphere and, onsequently, they yield, in addition to thefrequeny distribution of the radiative ux usually omputed from the model atmospheres, another toolfor the observational diagnostis of stellar atmospheres. Here we present the �rst examples of line-pro�levariations during an elipse, whih are alulated from the intensity distribution on the surfae of modelatmospheres (f. Kub�at 2001, A&A 366, 210). Consequenes for the orret alulation of rotationalbroadening are also mentioned.



Basi ALI in Moving AtmospheresWolf-Rainer HamannUniversit�at Potsdam, GermanyThe non-LTE radiative transfer problem requieres the onsistent solution of two sets of equations: theradiative transfer equations, whih ouple the spatial points, and the equations of the statistial equilibrium,whih ouple the frequenies. The ALI method allows for an iterative sheme, in whih both sets of equationsare solved in turn.For moving atmospheres, the radiative transfer is preferably formulated in the omoving frame andthereby beomes a partial di�erential equation. \Clasial" numerial solution methods are based on di�er-ening shemes. For better numerial stability, we prefer \short harateristis" integration methods. Forangle-dependent \ray-by-ray" integration the formulation is straightforward, while for the angle-integrated\moment equations" a more sophistiated formalism based on \Riemann invariants" is being developed.Iron line blanketing is aounted for by means of the \superlevel" onept. In ontrast to stati atmo-spheres, the frequenies an not be re-ordered in the moving ase beause of the frequeny oupling fromDoppler shifts.One of our future aims is the oupling of elaborated radiative transfer alulations with the hydrody-namial equations in order to understand the driving of strong stellar winds, espeially from Wolf-Rayetstars.



Temperature Corretion ShemesPeter HaushildtUniversity of Georgia, Athens, USA



ParallelizationPeter HaushildtUniversity of Georgia, Athens, USA



Stellar wind signatures in sdB stars?U. Heber (1), P.F.L. Maxted (2), T.R. Marsh (3), C. Knigge (3), J. Drew(4)(1) Dr. Remeis-Sternwarte, University of Erlangen-N�urnberg, Germany,(2) Keele University, Great Britain,(3) University of Southampton, Department of Physis & Astronomy, Great Britain(4) Imperial College of Siene, Tehnology and Mediine, London, Great BritainSdB stars are extreme horizontal branh stars whih are suÆiently hot and numerous to be the main on-tributors to the UV exess in early type galaxies. Most of the sdB stars are formed by lose binary evolution.Their atmospheri abundane patterns are highly peuliar. Due to di�usion proesses, some elements an bestrongly depleted (e.g. helium) while others are enrihed even with respet to solar omposition. Standarddi�usion theory fails to explain the observed abundanes (even for the rather simple atom helium) by ordersof magnitude. Mass loss has frequently been envoked to explain the observed abundanes. Suh attemptshave met with limited suess. Sine no indiations for stellar winds have been found mass loss rates arefree parameters for the di�usion models. Reently, we have disovered anomalous H� pro�les in four out ofa sample of 43 sdB stars and argue that these pro�les are distorted by stellar winds.



2D Radiative Transfer in Magnetially-Confined StruturesPetr HeinzelAstronomial Institute, CZ-25165 Ond�rejov, Czeh RepubliMagnetially on�ned strutures in the solar atmosphere exhibit a large omplexity in their shapes andphysial onditions. As an example, we show the ase of so-alled magneti dips in prominenes whih arein magnetohydrostati equilibria. For suh models we solve 2D non-LTE multilevel problem for hydrogenwith PRD in Lyman resonane lines. The iterative tehnique used is based on the MALI approah withsimple diagonal ALO and SC formal solver. To ompute the hydrogen ionization balane, the preonditionedMALI equations are linearized with respet to atomi level populations and eletron density and solvediteratively using the Newton-Raphson sheme. Two additional problems are addressed: (i) an adequateiteration method for ases when the olumn-mass sale is used in one of the two dimensions but varies alongthe other dimension (whih has a geometrial saling); and (ii) a possibility of using AMR (Adaptive MeshRe�nement) algorithms to aount for steep 2D gradients of seleted variables (temperature, density, et.).



Spetrosopi Analysis of Cyg OB2 O supergiants using Unified ModelAtmopsheresA. Herrero1;2, F. Najarro3, J. Puls41Instituto de Astrof��sia de Canarias, E-38200 La Laguna, Spain2Departamento de Astrof��sia, Universidad de La Laguna, E-38071 La Laguna, Spain3Instituto de Estrutura de la Materia, CSIC, Serrano 151, E-28006 Madrid, Spain4Universit�ats-Sternwarte M�unhen, Sheinerstr. 1, D-81679 M�unhen, GermanyWe present �rst results of an spetrosopi analysis of 7 O supergiants in Cyg OB2 using two di�erent modelatmosphere odes (Santolaya-Rey, Puls, Herrero, 1997, A&A 323, 488; and Hillier & Miller, 1998, ApJ 496,407). The �rst ode has been improved inluding an estimation of metal line bloking e�ets (Puls, in prep.).The seond one has been improved inluding a photospheri density struture (Najarro et al., in prep.). Theresults from both odes ompare well within the observational unertainties.The main result of these analyses is a lower temperature sale for O supergiants as ompared withprevious analyses using either plane-parallel, hydrostati or spherial, mass-lossing models (see Herrero,Puls, Villamariz, A&A 2000, 354, 193). The lower temperatures are thus an e�et of the additional metalline opaity and the large mass-loss rates. In some ases, the new derived e�etive temperature is reduedup to 10 000 K.As a onsequene, radii and luminosities are also hanged, reduing the mass disrepany and modifyingthe Wind Momentum- Luminosity Relationship.



On the Solution of the Rate Equations.D. John HillierUniversity of PittsburghTo onstrut non-LTE model atmospheres it is neessary to solve the radiative transfer equation at hundredsof thousands of frequenies, and to solve thousands of rate equations at eah depth while simultaneouslysatisfying the onstraint of radiative equilibrium. Ideally we would like a stable ode that onverges rapidlyto the desired solution with minimal assumptions. Unfortunately stability and speed are often mutuallyexlusive.We examine the approah taken in CMFGEN, a non-LTE ode used for modeling the spetra of hot starswith stellar winds, and ompare the tehniques used with those used in other odes. An honest appraisal ofCMFGEN's onvergene properties are given, and we disuss when diÆulties our.We examine the solution of the rate equations in detail, and highlight the oupling between the radiativeequilibrium equation, and the rate equation. Proedures for ensuring stability and aelerating onvergeneare disussed. We also examine the tradeo� between loal and non-loal operators.



Atmospheres and Spetra of Magneti Neutron StarsWynn C.G. Ho and Dong LaiCornell UniversityWe onstrut atmosphere models for strongly magnetized neutron stars with surfae �elds B � 1012�1015 Gand e�etive temperatures Te� � 106 � 107 K. The atmospheres diretly determine the harateristisof thermal emission from isolated neutron stars, inluding radio pulsars, soft gamma-ray repeaters, andanomalous X-ray pulsars. In our models, the atmosphere is omposed of pure hydrogen or helium and isassumed to be fully ionized. The radiative opaities inlude free-free absorption and sattering by botheletrons and ions omputed for the two photon polarization modes in the magnetized eletron-ion plasma.We desribe a modi�ed (due to the two photon modes) Uns�old-Luy temperature orretion method toestablish radiative equilibrium and the resulting temperature pro�le. We disuss the e�et of vauumpolarization, whih modi�es the dieletri property of the medium and gives rise to a resonane featurein the opaity; this feature is narrow and ours at a photon energy that depends on the plasma density.Vauum polarization an also indue resonant onversion of photon modes via a mehanism analogous tothe MSW mehanism for neutrino osillation. We disuss the subtleties in treating the vauum polarizatione�ets. We show that vauum polarization produes a broad depression in the X-ray ux at high energies,whih arises from the density dependene of the vauum resonane feature and the large density gradientpresent in the atmosphere, and the depression of ontinuum ux strongly suppresses the equivalent widthof the ion ylotron line.



ParallizationP. H�oihDept. of Astronomy, University of Texas at AustinParallel omputing has turned out as a enabling tehnology to solve omplex physial systems. However, thetransition from shared memory, vetor omputers to massively parallel, distributed memory systems and,reently, to hybrid systems poses new hallenges to the sientist. We want to present a ook-book (with avery strong, personal bias) based on our experiene with parallization of our ode. Some of the general toolsand ommuniation libraries are disussed. Our approah inludes a mixture of algorithm based, grid basedand physial module based parallelization. The advantages, salability and limitations of eah are disussedat example alulations for supernovae. We hope to show that e�etive parallelization beomes easier withinreasing omplexity of the physial problem making stellar atmosphere beyond the lassial assumptionsvery suitable.



ALI in Rapidly Expanding EnvelopesP. H�oihDept. of Astronomy, University of Texas at AustinWe disuss our urrent implementation of the ALI method into our radiation-hydro ode for rapidly expand-ing, low density envelopes ommonly found in ore ollapse and thermonulear supernovae (+ novae andWR stars). Due to the low densities, non-thermal exitation by high energy photons (e.g. from radioativedeays) and the time dependene of the problem, signi�ant departures from LTE are ommon throughoutthe envelope even at large optial depths.ALI is instrumental for both the oupling of the statistial equations and the hydrodynamial equationswith the radiation transport (RT). We employ several onepts and approximations to improve the stability,and onvergene rate/ ontrol inluding the onept of leading elements, the use of net rates, level loking,reonstrution of global photon redistribution funtions, equivalent-2-level approah, and preditive orretormethods. For appropriate onditions, the solution of the time-dependent rate equations an be redued tothe time-independent problem plus the (analyti) solution of an ODE For the 3-D problem, we solve theradiation transport via the moment equations. To onstrut the Eddington tensor elements, we use a MonteCarlo sheme to determine the deviation of the solution for the RT equation from the di�usion approximation(ALI of seond kind).At the example of a subluminous, thermonulear supernova (SN 1999by), we show an analysis of thelight urves, ux and polarization spetra and disuss the limitations of our approah.



Methane Opaities in T-dwarf AtmospheresDerek Homeier1, Peter H. Haushildt1 & Frane Allard21Department of Physis and Astronomy and Center for Simulational Physis, The University of Georgia, USA2Centre de Reherhe Astronomique de Lyon, Eole Normale Sup�erieure de Lyon, FraneWe present the urrent status of PHOENIX model atmospheres for dwarfs of spetral type T, typial forolder �eld brown dwarfs and low-mass brown dwarfs. In omparison to warmer L dwarf atmosphers, thespetral features of these objets an largely be reprodued by treating the inuene of dust in the limitingase of omplete settling, i. e. negleting the dust opaity (Cond models). One major hallenge in modellingool brown dwarf atmospheres is the orret treatment of the moleular lines of H2O and CH4. These arethe dominant opaity soures in the IR and responsible for the very blue olours of T dwarfs in the nearinfrared. Reliable opaity data for these absorbers are thus mandatory for a orret determination of thetemperature struture as well as for detailed modelling of the harateristi absorption features in the Hand K bands, whih are the de�ning riteria of spetral lass T.Line lists extrated from low temperature atmospheri databases suh as HITRAN and GEISA are gen-erally strongly limited to lower-state energies. To overome these limits, a new list of line-by-line preditionsfor the methane opaities from the four lowest vibrational states has been omputed with the Spherial TopDatabase System (STDS). Improvements of these line lists have been ahieved thanks to reent suesses inthe experimental alibration of the moleular parameter desribing the vibrational and rotational bands inthe spherial top model. This allowed extrapolations to higher rotational states than previously possible.As a result our opaity sampling models now allow a muh more omplete reprodution of the strong fea-tures ouring in the temperature regimes of brown dwarf atmospheres. A more di�use bakground opaityremains due to the extremely high line density from higher vibrational states, whih at this time an bedesribed only partly by statistial models.



Basi ALI in Plane-parallel Atmospheres and Formal SolversIvan HubenyNOAO, Tuson, USA



Model Photospheres with ALIIvan HubenyNOAO, Tuson, USA



Automated Spetral AnalysisC.S.Je�eryArmagh ObservatoryAt Armagh Observatory we ontinue to make inremental improvements to our ore model atmosphereand syntheti spetrum software, sterne and spetrum. These are employed in the analysis of low-,intermediate and high-dispersion dispersion multi-wavelength data for extreme helium stars and subdwarfB stars, inluding binaries. In order to make these analyses more objetive, we tested a variety of �2-minimization proedures. These operate both with preomputed model grids and by reomputing synthetispetra as required. As a onsequene we have been able to analyse large datasets eÆiently. Key resultshave led to the detetion of seular ontration and the diret measurement of masses in extreme heliumstars. This has been pivotal in identifying extreme helium stars as the produt of mergers between CO andHe white dwarfs. A time-resolved analysis of the short-period pulsator V652Her involved the automatimeasurement of e�etive temperatures and surfae gravities from over 50 high-dispersion optial spetra.Semi-automati tehniques are even more important for the analysis of binary stars, inluding the disoveryof a new hydrogen-de�ient binary, BI Lyn. While our tehniques have been developed using LTE models,it is likely that the eÆieny gains ould be even greater when extended to non-LTE models.



Computational Astrophysis Tools for the GRIDC.S.Je�eryArmagh ObservatoryThe newest generation of telesopes and detetors and large sale astronomial databases are deliveringvast volumes of astronomial data and reating inreasing demands for their analysis and interpretation.Methods for suh analyses rely heavily on omputer-generated models of growing sophistiation and real-ism. These pose two problems. First, simulations are arried out at inreasingly high spatial and temporalresolution and physial dimension. Seond, the dimensionality of parameter-searh spae ontinues to grow.Major omputational problems inlude ensuring that parameter-spae volumes to be searhed are physiallyinteresting and math observational data eÆiently and without overloading the omputational infrastru-ture.For the analysis of highly-evolved hot stars, we have developed a toolkit for the modelling of stellaratmospheres and stellar spetra. We an automatially �t observed ux distributions and/or high-resolutionspetra and solve for a wide range of atmospheri parameters for both single and binary stars. The softwarerepresents a prototype for generi toolkits that ould failitate data analysis within, for example, a VirtualObservatory.We introdue a proposal to integrate a range of suh toolkits within a heterogeneous network so asto failitate data analysis. For example, data-mining funtions will ombine new observations with datafrom established arhives. A goal-seeking algorithm will use this data to guide a sequene of theoretialalulations. These simulations may need to retrieve data from other soures, atomi data, pre-omputedmodel atmospheres and so on. Suh appliations using widely distributed and heterogeneous resoures willrequire the emerging tehnologies of omputational grids.



Four numerial approahes to solve the radiative transfer equations inmagnetized white dwarf atmospheresStefan Jordan (1,2), Holger Shmidt (2)(1) Institut f�ur Astronomie und Astrophysik, Eberhard-Karls-Universit�at, Sand 1, D-72076 T�ubingen, Germany, (2)Institut f�ur Theoretishe Physik, Christian-Albrehts-Universit�at, D-24098, Kiel, GermanyThe observed spetrum and wavelength dependent polarization of magneti white dwarfs an be analyzedby simulating the transport of polarized radiation through a magnetized stellar atmosphere.The four oupled radiative transport equations for the Stokes parameters I, Q, V , and U , an be solvedby di�erent numerial approahes. In this talk the numerial results and eÆienies of four di�erent methodsare disussed: (a) the method of Wikramasinghe & Martin whih assumes that the soure funtion is linearin the optial depth and that between two suessive depth points the Stokes parameters an be desribedby exponential funtions; (b) aelerated � iterations (see also the talk by J. Deetjen) () an approximationfor large Faraday rotation, and (d) the matrix exponential solutions.



Moleular opaities and ool star atmospheresU�e Gr�ae J�rgensenNiels Bohr Institute, Astronomial Observatory, Juliane Maries Vej 30, DK-2100 Copenhagen, DenmarkThe rapid development during reent years in observational failities, has made it possibly to observe oolstars at wavelengths whih were never before aessibly, and at fainter absolute magnitudes than ever. Theseimprovements have further inreased the demand for extensive and aurate input data of many kinds, inorder to make it possible to model and understand the new observations.Comparison between syntheti spetra and the new high-quality observations has been an extra hallengein modelling the atmospheres of ool objets. It has lead to real progress in the �eld, but also to new adho speulations based on models laking reliable input data.I review here reent progress in obtaining the neessary moleular data for the oolest objets, whihinlude the oolest red giants, ool white dwarfs and ool main sequene dwarfs, as well as proto-solarnebulae, brown dwarfs and hot-Jupiter giant planets.I will, in partiular, report on reent alulations of the opaities of water and methane.



Time-dependent flare models with MALIJ. Ka�sparov�a, P. Heinzel, M. Varady, M. Karlik�yAstronomial Institute of Aademy of Sienes of the Czeh Republi, Ond�rejovTemporal variations of H� line pro�le intensities related to eletron beams are presented. We show �rstresults of time dependent simulations of a hromospheri response to a 1 se monoenergeti eletron beam.1-D hydrodynami ode together with partile representation of the beam have been used to alulate atmo-spheri evolution. Time dependent radiative transfer problem has been solved for the resulting atmospherein the MALI approah, using the Crank-Niholson impliit sheme. Non-thermal ollisional rates wereinluded in linearised equations of statistial equilibrium.



V4334 Sgr (Sakurai's Objet) - problems or a test for atmosphere modeling ?S. KimeswengerInstitut f�ur Astrophysik, Leopold{Franzens Universit�at Innsbruk, Tehnikerstr. 25, A{6020 Innsbruk, AUSTRIAThe entral star V4334 Sgr (Sakurai's Objet) of the planetary nebula PN G010.4+04.4 underwent in 1995-1996 the rare event of a very late helium ash. It represents only one out of two suh events during the eraof modern astronomy (the seond event was V605 Aql = Nova Aql 1919, see Koller & Kimeswenger, 2001,ApJ, 559). All the other prominent objets of that type originate from events ourring several thousandsof years ago (e.g. A30, A78). Hene, only snapshots an be modeled for those objets. These born-againobjets, laimed to be possible progenitors for PG1159 lass stars in general, all have unusual high arbonabundanes. Thus it is of speial interest for stellar evolution theory and theory of onvetion (Herwig,2001, ApJL, 554, L71) to model the detailed observations obtained during the last four years. Modelsof the expanding shell depend essentially on basi stellar parameters of the illuminating soure (e�etivetemperature, surfae gravity and stellar radius). Most of them depend strongly on the assumed distaneto the objet. Some models may give some onstraints on this parameter, but most of them depend onthe assumption as input parameter (see Kimeswenger 2001, Ap&SS in press, http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0105119). V4334 Sgr allows for the �rst time a dynami onsideration of this type of objet from thevery beginning.The objet showed us its stellar atmosphere only for about one year before hiding in its shell. I presenthere a model whih is able to desribe the omplete photometri behavior of the objet, inluding the �nestruture dips of the optial light urve during the �rst two years of the mass loss and the dust formation.Those models depend only weakly on the details of the input from stellar models. Although assuming adistane and the e�etive temperature and thus the luminosity is needed as start point. This links to aset of questions, onerning the stellar atmosphere models obtained for the �rst year of its rapid evolution(Asplund et al. 1999, A&A, 343, 507; Pavlenko et al. 2000, 354, 229).



Heating of a White Dwarf atmosphere by irradiation with ylotron emissionMatthias K K�onig, Boris G�ansikeUniversit�ats Sternwarte G�ottingen, germany



Rate Equations with ALILars KoesterkeNASA Goddard Spae Flight CenterOne of the kernels of the widely applied Aelerated Lambda Iteration (ALI) for the onstrution of non-LTEmodel atmospheres is the solution of the rate equations, i.e. the alulation of level population numbers froma given radiation �eld. Due to the so-alled \aeleration", whih is vital for the overall onvergene, thisset of equations is usually non-linear. In my talk I will disuss the Newton iteration whih is the prototypeof all fast and reliable methods for the solution of non-linear equations, and its derivatives, namely theBroyden and the Kantorovih method. I will show that the attributes fast and reliable are aligned, whihalso means that slow methods are virtually of no use. This is demonstrated by means of the slow Uns�old-Luy temperature orretion sheme. I will also show how the non-linear equations an be transformed intolinear equations by two tehniques named preonditioning and linearization, respetively. At last I will fouson the onstrution of the �-operator, i.e. the \aelerating" term. In stati atmospheres the operator anbe easily derived from the solution of the radiation transfer while in moving atmospheres life is muh morediÆult.



DFE Method in Moving MediaDaniela Kor��akov�a 1;21 Katedra teoretik�e fyziky a astrofyziky P�rF MU, Kotl�a�rsk�a 2, CZ-611 37 Brno, Czeh Republi,kor�physis.muni.z2 Astronomik�y �ustav, Akademie v�ed �Cesk�e republiky, CZ-251 65 Ond�rejov, Czeh RepubliWe tested, if it's possible to solve the equation of radiative transfer in moving media e�etively using thedisontinuous �nite element method. We show here a solution of this equation written in the omovingframe for two ases- with aberration and with its omission. We ompare these results with a stati ase andwith lassial Feautrier method.



Modeling of multiomponent radiatively driven stellar winds usingNewton-Raphson methodJi�r�� Krti�kaKatedra teoretik�e fyziky a astrofyziky P�rF MU, Kotl�a�rsk�a 2, CZ-611 37 Brno, Czeh RepubliAstronomik�y �ustav, Akademie v�ed �Cesk�e republiky, CZ-251 65 Ond�rejov, Czeh RepubliWe present a simple method for solution of oneomponent and multiomponent hydrodynami equationsbased on the Newton-Raphson method. We show that this method an be used for the solution of stationaryhydrodynami equations. This method has been used for the aluation of the low density stellar wind modelsfor whih the multiomponent nature of the wind inuenes the overall wind struture.



A omputer ode for alulation of NLTE model atmospheres using ALIJi�r�� Kub�atAstronomik�y �ustav AV �CR, 251 65 Ond�rejov, Czeh RepubliA ode for alulation of NLTE model atmospheres in hydrostati and radiative equilibrium in either spher-ially symmetri or plane parallel geometry is desribed. The method of aelerated lambda iteration isused for the treatment of radiative transfer. Other equations (hydrostati equilibrium, radiative equilib-rium, statistial equilibrium, optial depth) are solved using the Newton-Raphson method (linearization).In addition to the standard output of the model atmosphere (dependene of temperature, density, radius,and population numbers on olumn mass depth) the ode enables optional additional outputs for betterunderstanding of proesses in the atmosphere. The ode is able to alulate model atmospheres of plane-parallel and spherially symmetri semi-in�nite atmospheres as well as models of plane parallel and spherialshells. There is also an option for solution of a restrited problem of a NLTE line formation (solution ofradiative transfer and statistial equilibrium for a given model atmosphere). The overall sheme of the odeis presented.



Calulation of temperature using a thermal balane of eletronsJi�r�� Kub�atAstronomik�y �ustav AV �CR, 251 65 Ond�rejov, Czeh RepubliInstead of the standard equation of radiative equilibrium the equation of thermal balane of the eletron gasis used for the determination of the temperature struture of the stellar atmosphere. The thermal balanemethod is extremely useful in outer parts of stellar atmospheres with optially thik lines, where sometimesthe ommon method based on radiative equilibrium fails to onverge. On the other hand, thermal balanemethod sometimes fails at the inner parts of the atmosphere where ollisions dominate.



A Grid of NLTE Line-Blanketed Model AtmospheresT. Lanz1 & I. Hubeny21 Department of Astronomy, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 207422 AURA/NOAO, Tuson, AZ 85721We have onstruted a grid of over 300 NLTE fully-blanketed model atmospheres overing the parameterrange of O-type stars at various metalliities. We have assumed a plane-parallel geometry, hydrostati andradiative equilibria. The models inorporate about 100,000 NLTE atomi levels of over 40 ions of H , He,C, N, O, Ne, Si, P, S, Fe, and Ni, whih are grouped into about 900 superlevels. The models will be madepublily available in the oming months.



Atomi Data in NLTE Model AtmospheresT. LanzDepartment of Astronomy, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742Extensive soures of atomi data are required to alulate NLTE line-blanketed model atmospheres. I willdisuss their implementation in our NLTE model atmosphere ode, TLUSTY, and in our spetrum synthesisode, SYNSPEC, with a partiular attention to the statistial methods required to inorporate the opaityof iron-peak elements. A few typial results and omparisons to other odes will be shown.



Time-Dependent Moment Equation Solution for Supernova Light CurvesEri J. Lentz [1℄, E. Baron [2℄, and Peter H. Haushildt [1℄[1℄ Department of Physis and Astronomy & Center for Simulational Physis, University of Georgia, Athens, GA30602 [2℄ Department of Physis and Astronomy, University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK 73025We have developed a time-dependent solution to the moment equations to solve for the temperature strutureand radiation �eld of objets where the temperature and struture of the objet hange slowly relative tothe radiation �eld, like supernovae. We have restored the time derivative terms to the transport equationand modi�ed our method for the formal solution and approximate lambda operator.



Wanted: Best method for solving the transfer equation in multi-Dhydrodynamial model atmospheresHans-G�unter LudwigLund Observatory, SwedenMy talk is intended to stimulate disussions about methods in radiative transfer for hydrodynamial modelatmospheres of late-type stars. I will present a number a number of inherent problems, show how they arepresently takled (if so), and ask for ideas for more eÆient approahes. The transperanies of my talk anbe found inhttp://www.astro.lu.se/�hgl/publi �les/tuebingen2001.ps (4.3Mb)



Line blanketing effets in atmospheres of O starsF. Martins (1), D. Shaerer (1), D. J. Hillier (2)(1) Laboratoire d'astrophysique, Observatoire Midi-Pyr�en�ees, 14 Av. E. Belin, 31400 Toulouse, Frane(2) Department of Physis and Astronomy, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, USAWe have omputed new models of O stars atmospheres with the non-LTE omoving frame ode CMFGEN(Hillier & Miller 1998) inluding the e�et of spherial extension due to wind. Line blanketing is taken intoaount thanks to a method of super-levels. The omparison with pure H-He models show that the windionisation and the emergent spetrum are modi�ed when metals are inluded. This results in a modi�ationof the EUV ux and in a shift of the Te�-sale towards ooler values. We study quantitatively this laste�et and its dependene on model parameters (mass loss rate, metalliity, shape of the veloity �eld,miroturbulene). The impliations of the hange of the e�etive temperature sale for the ionizing uxesare also disussed.



Radiation Hydrodynamis in Stellar AtmospheresDimitri MihalasX-3, Applied Physis Division, Los Alamos National LaboratoryThe radiation reeived from stars provides the diagnosti tool to infer temperatures, densities, hydrodynamimotions, and hemial ompositions in their atmospheres. For most stars it appears to be an adequate�rst approximation to assume that there are no large-sale hydrodynami motions. However, in the mostluminous stars the intense radiation �eld deposits suÆient photon momentum in the outermost layers todrive them o� in a supersoni hydrodynami ow. Likewise, in exploding stars suh as novae and supernovae,the dominant form of energy and momentum ontent and transfer may reside not in the material ow, butin the radiation �eld. Further, pulsating stars are driven by an internal \radiation engine" in whih thevariation of the opaity of the material with temperature and density ats as a thermodynami valve. In allthese objets, and adequate analysis of the physis of the atmosphere requires appliation of the disiplineof Radiation Hydrodynamis, where one onsiders the dynamis of a two-omponent (at least!) radiatinguid. This talk will illustrate some aspets of the radiation-material interation that produe large-salemotions in stellar atmospheres and envelopes, and make some onnetions between stellar and laboratoryradiation-driven phenomena.



Comparison of dissoiation equilibrium onstantsMihelle Mizuno-WiednerDept. of Astronomy and Spae Physis, Uppsala University, SE-751 20 Uppsala, Sweden



Testing EUV hot stars emission with nebular modelling of IR linesMorisset, C., Bouret, J.-C., Sharere, D. and Martins, F.As the bulk of radiation in early type stars is emitted in the Lyman ontinuum and thus inaessible todiret observations (exept in extremely rare ases) it is ruial to �nd indiret tests to onstrain this part ofthe spetrum, where the essential atmospheri onditions are settled. Nebular observations ombined withdetailed photoionisation modeling an in priniple provide suh strongly needed onstraints. Here we presentthe urrent status of available onstraints on the ionising uxes of O stars and �rst results from extensivephotoionisation model grids using reent non-LTE line blanketed model atmospheres inluding stellar windsand plane parallel models for O stars (CoStar: Shaerer & de Koter 1997, WMBASIC: Pauldrah et al.2001, CMFGEN: Hillier & Miller 1998, TLUSTY: Hubeny & Lanz 2001). The method and its dependeneon nebular parameters (geometry et.) are disussed. Our models are ompared to a sample of HII regionsobserved with ISO providing a measure of the ionisation degree through numerous IR �ne struture lines.



AD - A new ode to alulate the vertial struture of aretion disksT. Nagel, S. Dreizler, K. WernerInstitut f�ur Astronomie und Astrophysik T�ubingenWe present a new ode to alulate the vertial struture of aretion disks in atalysmi variables. Thedisk is divided into onentri rings, eah ring is treated like an independent plane-parallel radiating slab.We �rst alulate a gray LTE model and then a NLTE model of the ring. Finally we integrate over allring spetra to get the spetrum of the full disk for a spei� inlination angle. The system of hydrostatiand radiative equilibrium, atomi level populations and partile onservation is solved onsistently with theradiative transfer. This allows to alulate detailed theoretial spetra of aretion disks. Comparison withobservations will allow to derive radial temperature distribution, mass aretion rate, visosity and hemialomposition. We also plan to ompare our vertial strutures to those of hydrodynami simulations in orderto estimate the inuene of a detailed radiation transport on the strati�ation.



Solutions of polarized line transfer equationsK.N. NagendraIndian Institute of Astrophysis, Bangalore 560 034, India.Reent developments in the NLTE polarized line formation theory in Astrophysis is disussed. Attentionis foussed on pure theoretial aspets of the problem.A onventional method of solving the line transfer equation is desribed briey, in order to give aperspetive to the modern Polarized Approximate Lambda Iteration (PALI) methods, whih are developedonly in reent years. Sample results omputed using this old �nite di�erene method for the polarized linetransfer in planar and spherial media are presented. These examples inlude polarized resonane satteringin spherial media, polarized line formation in expanding atmospheres, and the role of ollisional frequenyredistribution in polarized line sattering.Further, the basi harateristis of a PALI method are desribed using a prototype resonane polariza-tion problem, keeping the assumption of CRD. Diretions are given about the manner in whih the preseneof an external weak magneti �eld an be inorporated in a PALI method. This is basially, the well knownproblem of Hanle e�et in weak magneti �elds. The PALI method for Hanle e�et is then desribed, �rstwith CRD, and then with PRD sattering mehanism. Finally the generalization of PALI to the mostdiÆult problem we have attempted until now, namely the study of partial frequeny redistribution in thepresene of ollisions and an external weak magneti �eld, is presented. One again, sample results areshown to illustrate the essentials of PALI method, and the nature of solutions omputed using this method.A omparison of the onventional and the PALI approahes is made, in some ases.



The Iron Projet and NLTE stellar modelingSultana N. NaharThe Ohio State UniversityNon-LTE models of stellar atmospheres require large amount of atomi parameters for ollisional andradiative proesses spei� to many exited atomi levels. The ollisional proess is primarily eletron impatexitation (EIE) of ions, while the radiative proesses are: photoionization, eletron-ion reombination, andbound-bound transitions. I will desribe the latest developments in theoretial omputations under theinternational ollaboration the Iron Projet (IP), and further extensions, following the Opaity Projet(OP). The aims of these projets are to obtain aurate radiative and ollisional data for EIE ollisionstrengths, photoionization ross setions, and osillator strengths of most astrophysially abundant ions forappliations to astrophysial opaities and modeling of a variety of objets suh as nebulae, AGN, and stellarplasmas.As an extension of the OP and the IP, a self-onsistent and uni�ed theoretial treatment of photoioniza-tion and reombination has been developed. Both the radiative and the dieletroni reombination proessesare onsidered in an uni�ed manner, and the photoionization and reombination ross setions are omputedusing idential wavefuntion expansions, thus ensuring self-onsisteny in an ab initio manner. All alula-tions for the various atomi parameters are arried out using the aurate and powerful R-matrix method inthe lose-oupling approximation. Another reent development is the inlusion of relativisti �ne struturee�ets in Breit-Pauli approximation, espeially for highly harged and for heavy ions. Atomi data for manyions have been realulated to higher preision using larger waverfuntion expansions. At the prevailingdensities and temperatures in stellar atmospheres, the role of metastable states and low-lying �ne struturelevels in photoionization and reombination of ions bears speial emphasis. I will present reent resultsfrom the Ohio State atomi-astrophysis group, highlighting the reent benhmarking of the omputed pho-toionization and reombination ross setions with new laboratory experiments using aelerator based lightsoures for photoionization, and from heavy ion storage rings for eletron-ion reombination.I will also desribe the e�orts for an eletroni web-interative database, TIPTOPBASE, to enable theOpaity and the Iron Projet data to be aessed. TIPTOPBASE will also inlude eletron-ion reombina-tion data and new �ne struture transition probabilities. Of partiular importane for stellar appliationsis the reent devlopment of eÆient opaity odes by M.J. Seaton. Seaton's odes will enable, for the �rsttime, on-line omputations of `ustomized opaities', with user-spei�ed mixture of elements. In addition,radiative aelerations may also be obtained to ompute radiative fores on elements (partiularly iron) tostudy proesses suh as `levitation' in stellar envelopes and environments.



SELF-CONSISTENT AB INITIO CALCULATIONS FOR PHOTOIONIZATION ANDRECOMBINATIONSultana N. NaharThe Ohio State UniversityMost astrophysial plasmas entail a balane between ionization and reombination. We present new resultsfrom a uni�ed method for self-onsistent and ab initio alulations for the inverse proesses of photoionizationand (e + ion) reombination. The treatment for (e + ion) reombination subsumes the non-resonant radiativereombination and the resonant dieletroni reombination proesses in a uni�ed sheme (S.N. Nahar andA.K. Pradhan, Phys. Rev. A 49, 1816 (1994);H.L. Zhang, S.N. Nahar, and A.K. Pradhan, J.Phys.B, 32,1459(1999)). Calulations are arried out using the R-matrix method in the lose oupling approximation usingan idential wavefuntion expansion for both proesses to ensure self-onsisteny.The results for photoionization and reombination ross setions may also be ompared with state-of-the-art experiments on synhrotron radiation soures for photoionization, and on heavy ion storage ringsfor reombination. The new experiments display heretofore unpreedented detail in terms of resonanes andbakground ross setions and thereby alibrate the theoretial data preisely. We �nd a level of agreementbetween theory and experiment at about 10 % for not only the ground state but also the metastable states.The reent experiments therefore verify the estimated auray of the vast amount of photoionization dataomputed under the OP, IP and related works. features. Present work also reports photoionization rosssetions inluding relativisti e�ets in the Breit-Pauli R-matrix (BPRM) approximation. Detailed featuresin the alulated ross setions exhibit the missing resonanes due to �ne struture.Self-onsistent datasets for photoionization and reombination have so far been omputed for approxi-mately 45 atoms and ions. These are being reported in a ontinuing series of publiations in AstrophysialJ. Supplements (e.g. referenes below). These data will also be available from the eletroni databaseTIPTOPBASE (http://heasar.gsf.nasa.gov)Referenes:1. S. N. Nahar and A. K. Pradhan, Astrophys. J. Suppl. 111, 339 (1997) (C, N ions)2. S. N. Nahar, Astrophys. J. Suppl. 120, 131 (1999) (O ions)3. S.N. Nahar, A. K. Pradhan and H.L. Zhang, Astrophys. J. Suppl. 131, 375 (2000) (C IV and C V).4. S. N. Nahar, Anil K. Pradhan, and Honglin Zhang, Astrophys. J. Suppl. 133, 255 (2001) (Fe XXIV &Fe XXV)5. S. N. Nahar, Astrophys. J. Suppl. 126, 537 (2000) (Si-like)6. S. N. Nahar and Manuel A. Bautista, Astrophys. J. Suppl. 137, 201 (2001) (Ni II)7. S. N. Nahar, Astrophys. J. Suppl. 101, 423 (1995); Astrophys. J. Suppl. 106, 213 (1996)



NLTE Spetral analysis of iron group elements in the hot subluminous O-starBD+28Æ4211M. Ramspek, S. Haas, R. Napiwotzki, U.HeberDr. Remeis Sternwarte, Sternwartstr. 7, 96049 Bamberg, GermanyJ. Deetjen, S. DreizlerInstitut f�ur Astronomie und Astrophysik, Sand 1, 72076 T�ubingen, GermanyAn analysis of UV spetra of BD+28Æ4211 obtained with the STIS spetrograph onboard the HST ispresented. The spetral analysis is based on NLTE model alulation, whih deal with the lineblanketingof iron group elements in great detail. Improved model atoms for iron group elements were set up andnew interband ross setions were alulated. Comparison with observation allowed, Mn and Cr lines to beidenti�ed for the �rst time. The abundanes of Fe, Ni, Cr and Mn are determined and point to the preseneof di�usion proesses in the atmosphere of BD+28Æ4211.



Handling of Atomi DataThomas RauhInstitut f�ur Astronomie und Astrophysik, T�ubingen, GermanyDr.-Remeis-Sternwarte, Bamberg, GermanyState-of-the-art NLTE model atmosphere odes have arrived at a high level of \numerial" sophistiation andare an adequate tool to analyze the available high-quality spetra from the infrared to the X-ray wavelengthrange. The omputational apaities allow the alulation whih inlude all elements from hydrogen up tothe iron group and the lak of reliable atomi data has beome a ruial problem for further progress.We summarize briey the available soures of atomi data and how these are implemented in theT�ubingen Model Atmosphere Pakage (TMAP).



NLTE Modeling of Fe II and [Fe II℄ lines in the shoked atmospheres of M MirasHe. Rihter, P.R. Wood 1, P. Woitke, U. Bolik and E. SedlmayrZentrum fuer Astronomie und Astrophysik, TU Berlin, D-10623 Berlin, Germany1 Researh Shool of Astronomy and Astrophysis, Australian National University, Weston ACT 2611, AustraliaOur observations of ool, shok penetrated, expanding atmospheres of M-type Mira stars (see Rihter &Wood 2001, A&A 369, 1027) showed that in partiular the emission lines of Fe II and [Fe II℄ are gooddiagnosti tools to study the physial onditions in the shoked region lose to the photosphere of thesestars. The errati appearane of these partiular emission lines in stars whih had just had a bright lightmaximum suggests that they require an exeptionally bright maximum for exitation. Presumably, theseare assoiated with stronger shok waves. Aording to the phase of their appearane it an be estimated,that the Fe II as well as the [Fe II℄ emission lines must originate lose to the star at � 1� 3R�.To model the Fe II and [Fe II℄ emission lines and to analyze the hydodynamial onditions whih leadto their formation, detailed NLTE radiative transfer alulations in spherial symmetry, applying a o-moving frame formalism and using aelerated lambda iteration have been arried out on a series of spei�hydrodynamial shok strutures. Our basi parameter studies reveal that the lines from ionized ironoriginate right from the shok front and that they are in fat emitted lose to the stars photosphere.Work in progress will provide detailed line pro�les to �t the observed line shapes in order to extratthe full information given by the emission lines of ionized iron in M Miras. Dust formation takes plaeapproximately in the same regions were the Fe II and [Fe II℄ emission lines originate. Hene a detailed studyof these lines will o�er the unique possibility to determine the physial onditions in the dust formationzone and thereby will shed some light on the basi mehanism of dust formation in M-type Mira stars.



Utreht Radiative Transfer CoursesRobert J. RuttenSterrekundig Instituut Utreht, The Netherlandshttp://www.astro.uu.nl/�ruttenThe Utreht ourse \The Generation and Transport of Radiation" teahes basi radiative transfer to seond-year students. It is a muh-expanded version of the �rst hapter of Rybiki & Lightman's \RadiativeProesses in Astrophysis". After this ourse, students understand why intensity is measured per steradian,have an Eddington-Barbier feel for optially thik line formation, and know that sattering upsets LTE.The text is a omputer-aided translation by Ruth Peterson of my 1992 Duth-language ourse. My aim isto rewrite this ourse in non-omputer English and make it web-available at some time. In the meantime,opies of the Peterson translation are made yearly at Uppsala { ask them, not me. Eventually it shouldbeome a textbook.The Utreht ourse \Radiative Transfer in Stellar Atmospheres" is a 30-hour ourse for third-year stu-dents. It treats NLTE line formation in plane-parallel stellar atmospheres at a level intermediate betweenthe books by Novotny and Boehm-Vitense, and Mihalas' \Stellar Atmospheres". After this ourse, studentsappreiate that epsilon is small, that radiation an heat or ool, and that omputers have hanged the �eld.This ourse is web-available sine 1995 and is regularly improved { but remains inomplete. Eventually itshould beome a textbook.The three Utreht exerise sets \Stellar Spetra A: Basi Line Formation", \Stellar Spetra B: LTE LineFormation", and \Stellar Spetra C: NLTE Line Formation" are IDL-based omputer exerises for �rst-year, seond-year, and third-year students, respetively. They treat spetral lassi�ation, Saha-Boltzmannpopulation statistis, the urve of growth, the FAL-C solar atmosphere model, the role of H-minus in thesolar ontinuum, LTE formation of Fraunhofer lines, inversion tatis, the Feautrier method, lassial lambdaiteration, and ALI omputation. The �rst two sets are web-available sine 1998; the third will follow.Aknowledgement. Both ourses owe muh to previous Utreht ourses taught by the late Kees Zwaan. The thirdexerise set was developed by Phil Judge, Mandy Hagenaar, and Thijs Krijger.Reverse aknowledgement. If you are a user of this free material you might refer to this summary and so boostmy itation standing. Corretions are also welome.



Compat and Handy FORTRAN Code SMARTfor Physis of Stellar AtmospheresArved Sapar and Raivo Poolam�aeTartu Observatory, EstoniaA new omputer ode SMART (Spetra fromModelAtmospheres byRadiative Transfer) for omputing thestellar spetra, forming in plane-parallel atmospheres, has been ompiled by us and A. Aret. To guaranteewide ompatibility of the ode with shell environment, we hose FORTRAN-77 as programming languageand tried to on�ne ourselves to ommon part of its numerous versions both in WINDOWS and LINUX.SMART an be used for studies of several proesses in stellar atmospheres. The urrent version of theprogramme is undergoing rapid hanges due to our goal to elaborate a simple, handy and ompat ode.Instead of linearisation (being a mathematial method of reurrent approximations) we propose to usethe physial evolutionary hanges or in other words relaxation of quantum state populations rates from LTEto NLTE has been studied using small number of NLTE states. This omputational sheme is essentiallysimpler and more ompat than the linearisation. This relaxation sheme enables using instead of the �-iteration proedure a physially hanging emissivity (or the soure funtion) whih inorporates in itselfhanging Menzel oeÆients for NLTE quantum state populations. However, the light sattering on freeeletrons is in the terms of Feynman graphs a real seond-order quantum proess and annot be redued toonsequent proesses of absorption and emission as in the ase of radiative transfer in spetral lines.With duly hosen input parameters the ode SMART enables omputing radiative aeleration to thematter of stellar atmosphere in turbulene lumps. This also enables to onnet the model atmosphere inmore detail with the problem of the stellar wind triggering.Another problem, whih has been inorporated into the omputer ode SMART, is di�usion of hemialelements and their isotopes in the atmospheres of hemially peuliar (CP) stars due to usual radiativeaeleration and the essential additional aeleration generated by the light-indued drift.As a speial ase, using duly hosen pixels on the stellar disk, the spetrum of rotating star an beomputed. No instrumental broadening has been inorporated in the ode of SMART.To failitate study of stellar spetra, a GUI (Graphial User Interfae) with seletion of labels by ionshas been ompiled to study the spetral lines of di�erent elements and ions in the omputed emergent ux.An amazing feature of SMART is that its ode is very short: it oupies only 4 two-sided two-olumn A4sheets in landsape format. In addition, if well ommented, it is quite easily readable and understandable.We have used the tatis of writing the omments on the right-side margin (olumns starting from 73).Suh short ode has been omposed widely using the uni�ed input physis (for example the ionisationross-setions for bound-free transitions and the eletron and ion ollision rates). As urrent restrition tothe appliation area of the present version of the SMART is that moleules are sine ignored. Thus, it anbe used only for luke and hot stellar atmospheres.In the omputer ode we have tried to avoid bulky often over-optimised methods, primarily meant tospare the time of omputations. For instane, we ompute the ontinuous absorption oeÆient at everywavelength. Nevertheless, during an hour by the personal omputer in our disposal AMD Athlon XP 1700+,512MB DDRAM) a stellar spetrum with spetral step resolution �=d� = 3D100 000 for spetral interval700 { 30 000 �A is omputed.The model input data and the line data used by us are both the ones omputed and ompiled byR. Kuruz. In order to follow presene and representability of quantum states and to enumerate them forNLTE studies a C++ ode, transforming the needed data to the LATEX version, has been ompiled. Thuswe have omposed a quantum state list for all neutrals and ions in the Kuruz �le 'gfhyperall.dat'. The listenables more adequately to ompose the onept of super-states, inluding partly orrelating super-states.We are grateful to R. Kuruz for making available by CD-ROMs and Internet his omputer odes ATLASand SYNTHE used by us as a starting point in omposing of the new omputer ode. We are also gratefulto Estonian Siene Foundation for grant ESF-4701.



Model Atmospheres of Massive Post-AGB StarsMiros�law ShmidtNiolaus Copernius Astronomial Center, Toru�n, Ploand



Computation of element diffusion in non-lte stellar atmosphere modelsSonja L. Shuh, Stefan DreizlerInstitut f�ur Astronomie und Astrophysik, Universit�at T�ubingen, GermanyThe T�ubingen model atmosphere program PRO2 in its standard form approximates stellar atmospheres asplane parallel, hemially homogeneous atmospheres in radiative and hydrostati equilibrium. Togetherwith the solution of rate equations in full non-LTE for sophistiated atomi data this makes PRO2 espeiallysuitable for appliation to hot ompat stars. Several extensions to this onept have reently been orare urrently being implemented (see talks and posters by Werner, Nagel, Dreizler, Deetjen.) This posterpresents the modi�ations made to orretly desribe the hemially strati�ed atmospheres of hot whitedwarfs and possibly sdB stars. In these stars, a large fration of all heavy elements has disapprearedfrom the outer layers due to gravitational sedimentation (Shatzman 1949). Traes of metals may howeverbe sustained by radiative levitation provided the radiation �eld is intense enough to supply substantialmomentum transfer. The radiative aeleration is exerted on trae elements by a non-LTE radiation �eldthrough the element's loal opatity and therefore an vary strongly with depth. Balaning the radiativeaeleration and the e�etive gravitational aeleration (inluding the e�ets of the eletrial �eld thatbuilds up through di�usion of eletrons) yields an equilibrium ondition for eah atomi speies (see e.g.Chayer et al. 1995). Its solutions yields equilibrium abundanes, but as these also determine the opaitythere exist s a intimate oupling to the radiative aeleration. Therefore the whole system has to be solvedself-onsistently, whih is done here by iteration (Dreizler 1999). Presented below are some results of suhalulations whih have been suessfully used to reprodue the observed EUV spetra of a sample of hotDA white dwarfs (Dreizler & Wol� 1999; Shuh 2000; Shuh et al. 2001a,b,).ReferenesChayer, P., Fontaine, G., & Wesemael, F. 1995, ApJS, 99, 189Dreizler, S. 1999, A&A, 352, 632Dreizler, S. & Wol�, B. 1999, A&A, 348, 189Shatzman, E. 1949, Publ. K�benhavns Obs. No. 149Shuh, S. 2000, Diploma thesis, Eberhard-Karls-Universit�at T�ubingenShuh, S., Dreizler, S., & Wol�, B. 2001a, in ASP Conferene Series, Vol. 226, The 12th European Workshopon White Dwarfs, ed. H. Shipman & J. Provenal, 79Shuh, S. L., Dreizler, S., & Wol�, B. 2001b, A&A, 382, 164Shuh, S. L., Dreizler, S., & Wol�, B. 2001, in Astronomishe Gesellshaft Meeting Abstrats, Vol. 18, 0916



Using Superlevels to Calulate Moleular NLTEA. Shweitzer, P.H. Haushildt, E. Baron, F. AllardUniv. of Georgia, Univ. of Georgia, Univ. of Oklahoma, CRA LyonWe present the method we use in the atmosphere ode PHOENIX to alulate moleular NLTE. It is basedon the onept of superlevels. Superlevels onsist of many similar levels added together whih are assumedto be populated by a relative LTE distribution. This redues the size of the system of rate equations tobe solved tremendously. However, we modi�ed the lassial superlevel method and ombined it with ourdynamial opaity sampling tehnique whih allows us to treat millions of lines. Therefore, we an alulatethe transitions with maximum auray. We demonstrate the qualities of this method with the examples ofCO and TiO.



Putting Radiation Hydrodynamis into a Detailed Model AtmosphereCalulationAndreas ShweitzerDept. of Physis & Astronomy and Center for Simulational Physis, Univ. of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602Non-grey hydrodynamis is still learly not pratile. However, it is possible to ombine a grey radiationhydrodynamis ode and a non-grey model atmosphere ode to obtain more realisti results. In this pre-sentation we desribe our urrent work in ombining the atmosphere ode PHOENIX and the radiationhydrodynaims ode TITAN. We use PHOENIX to tabulate the material funtions like the equation ofstate and the mean opaities. For example, TITAN an then alulate a shok propagating through anatmosphere for whih the initial struture is provided by PHOENIX. The resulting atmospheri strutureswill then be fed bak into PHOENIX to alulate high resolution spetra inluding NLTE treatment. Ourgoal is to apply this method to obtain high quality spetra of Mira variables as a funtion of phase.



Opaities for protoplanetary disksD.A. Semenov1, Th. Henning1, M. Ilgner1, Ch. Helling2, and E. Sedlmayr21Astrophysikalishes Institut und Universit�ats-Sternwarte,Shillerg�a�hen 2-3, 07745 Jena, Germany,2Zentrum f�ur Astronomie und Astrophysik,TU Berlin, Hardenbergstra�e 36, 10623 Berlin, GermanyThe inrease of omputer power and the growing knowledge about dust and gas speies in di�erent astro-physial environments during the last deade allows the onsideration of more ompliated opaity modelsin a variety of hydrodynamial alulations. Unfortunately, there is a lak of studies whih fous on al-ulations of the opaity due to both dust grains and gas speies for temperatures between few and fewthousands K, typial of protoplanetary disks, based on the best estimates on the dust omposition andreent improvements in moleular line lists.Our aim is to introdue suh a model using the uni�ation of dust{ and gas{dominated opaities.Additionally, we investigate the inuene of the Rosseland mean values derived with two di�erent opaitymodels on the thermal struture of an ative steady-state aretion disk.



Refletion Effet in Close BinariesM. Srinivasa RaoIndian Institute of Astrophysis, Koramangala, Bangalore 560034, IndiaThe theoretial modeling of binary systems an be performed by onsidering realisti models whih takeinto aount the radiative transfer, hydrodynamis, reetion e�et, temperature struture et. Sine theproblem is omplex, we have studied some of idealized models whih will help us in understanding theimportant physial proesses in lose binaries. A method has been developed for obtaining radiation �eldalong the spherial surfae irradiated by an external point soure, extended soure of radiation as �rst stepto understand the reetion e�et in lose binary systems. The method has been extended to the aseof atmospheres distorted due to self rotation of the omponent and tidal e�ets due to the presene of itsompanion. We have omputed the e�ets of irradiation on the line formation in the expanding atmospheresof the omponents of lose binary systems.We notie that the expansion of the medium produes P Cygni type pro�les and the irradiation enhanesthe emission in the lines although the equivalent widths redue onsiderably. In the ase of distorted atmo-spheres, the self radiation produes the absorption line and the ombination of self radiation andirradiationfrom the seondary omponent produes the emission pro�le.



Radiation Transfer in 3D Numerial SimulationsRobert F. Stein, Aake NordlundMihigan State University, USANBIfAFG, DKWe simulate onvetion near the solar surfae, where the ontinuum optial depth is of order unity. Hene, todetermine the radiative heating and ooling in the energy onservation equation, we must solve the radiativetransfer equation (instead of using the di�usion or optially thin ooling approximations). A method eÆientenough to alulate the radiation for thousands of time steps is needed. We expliitly solve the Feautrierequation along a vertial and four straight, slanted, rays (at four azimuthal angles whih are rotated everytime step) assuming LTE and using a 4 bin opaity distribution funtion. We will disuss details of ourapproah. We also present some results showing omparison of simulated and observed line pro�les in theSun, the importane of 3D transfer, stokes pro�les for intergranule magneti �elds and miropores, and thee�et of radiation on p-mode asymmetries.



3D radiative transfer for young stellar objetsJ�urgen SteinakerAstrophysial Institute and University Observatory Jena, 07743 Jena, Shillerg�assshen 2The general problem of performing 3D ontinuum radiative transfer in dust layers and aretion disksaround young stellar objets is briey reviewed. With emphasis on the tehnial aspets of the solutionalgorithm, we present diretion grid nodes equally distributed on the unit sphere, obtained by applying aMetropolis algorithm. The inuene of numerial di�usion on the solution using �rst-order �nite di�ereningis disussed and a solution appropriate for 3D radiative transfer is given. A generator for grids used to solvethe 3D radiative transfer equation with the �nite di�erening method is given. The grid is adaptive andoptimized to minimize the �rst order disretization error. We show that for the alulated grid, the optialdepth throughout every grid ell is below a given threshold and allows global error ontrol for solutionsof radiative transfer problems on the grid. The proposed grid generation algorithm is easy to implementand allows pre-alulation of the grids. Moreover, the grids an be stored in integer arrays making a fastsolution of the radiative transfer equation possible. We suggest to use individual grids for eah frequenyto use the global error ontrol of the grid generation method. It is shown that the use of one single grid forall frequenies an lead to large disretization errors. A �rst omparison to Monte-Carlo ode results for asimple rotational symmetri aretion disk on�guration is shown.



Multi-Grid Radiation Transfer RevisitedO. SteinerKiepenheuer-Institut f�ur SonnenphysikMulti-grid radiation transfer is an eÆient method for solving a variety of radiation transfer problems, inpartiular problems of multiple spatial dimensions on salar omputers. This advantage is lost on massivelyparallel mahines in whih the omputational grid an be diretly mapped onto the proessor array. Contraryto operator splitting methods, the onvergene rate of the multi-grid method does not deteriorate withinreasing spatial resolution of the omputational grid. It is therefore well suited for high resolution problems,while performane at low resolution is not better than the best operator splitting methods.There exists a onsiderable variety of basi multi-grid algorithms, whih leave ample room for improve-ments of the few multi-grid radiation-transfer alulations that have been arried out so far. This poster isavailable under http://www.kis.uni-freiburg.de/~steiner/#se6ReferenesFabiani Bendiho, P., Trujillo Bueno, J., & Auer, L.: 1997, A&A 324, 161Hakbush, W.: 1985, Multi-Grid Methods and Appliations, SpringerSteiner, O.: 1991, A&A 242, 290V�ath, H.M.: 1994, A&A 284, 319



Optial Constants and Extintion Effiieny of Solid MaterialsAkemi Tamanai1, David R. Alexander2, Jason W. Ferguson2, and Erwin Sedlmayr11 Zentrum f�ur Astronomie und Astrophysik, TU Berlin, Sekr. PN8-1, Hardenbergstra�e 36, D-10623 Berlin,Germany2 Physis Department, Wihita State University, Wihita, KS 67260, USAThe emergent spetrum of star is determined by the transfer of radiation through the matter in theouter layers of the star. Sattering and absorption of radiation by grains is very eÆient. Calulation ofextintion eÆieny is very important appliation to the study of the formation and evolution of small starsand large planets, inluding Jupiter and Saturn in our solar system, the formation and struture of stellarwinds, and the properties of the interstellar medium. Espeially, when we onsider about interstellar grains,extintion eÆieny provides essential lues to understanding astrophysial phenomena.We foused on the low temperature (Te� � 2000K) extintion eÆieny ondensed absorbers over a widerange of temperatures, we searhed the literature to obtain optial onstants for as many materials as pos-sible. As a result of the searh, we ompute the extintion eÆieny of 27 di�erent kinds of speies with37 di�erent data sets. Likewise, the values of the optial onstnats hange with how sientsists measure(parallel or perpendiular), temperature, or a partile size. We examined how di�erent values of the optialonstants a�et to the extintion eÆieny alulation.Aknowledgement: This researh is supported by NASA grant NCC5-168.



Syntheti spetra from 3D models of supernovaeRollin C. Thomas, E. Baron, David BranhUniversity of OklahomaSupernova explosion modelers are generating new 3D models while polarization data indiate that somesupernovae may not be spherially symmetri. In order to reonile new models with real supernova ex-plosions, syntheti spetra will be neessary. We outline our e�orts to build a 3D radiative transfer odealled Brute, built on the parameterized SYNOW diret analysis paradigm. Radiative transfer in Brute isperformed by the Monte Carlo method, in partiular based on the methods desribed by Luy and Mazzaliin various papers. The urrent purpose of our ode is to investigate the likelihood of deteting interestinggeometrial phenomena in supernovae. Future work will onentrate on enhaning the ode to improve bothresolution and the radiative transfer treatment.



The Non-LTE Problem of the Seond Kind: the generation and transfer ofpolarized radiationJavier Trujillo-BuenoInstituto de Astrof��sia de Canarias, Tenerife, SpainThe standard Non-LTE problem onsists in alulating the atomi level populations that are onsistent withthe intensity of the radiation �eld generated within any given stellar atmospheri model. In ontrast, theNon-LTE problem of the seond kind is, indeed, like an \algebrai Annapurna": it requires to alulate thediagonal and non-diagonal elements of the atomi density matrix (assoiated to eah level i of total angularmomentum Ji) that are onsistent with the intensity and polarization of the radiation �eld generated withinthe (generally magnetized) stellar atmospheri model under onsideration. After arguing why this problemis of real astrophysial interest, I will introdue the relevant equations and the basi anisotropi radiationpumping proesses. Finally, I will show how to solve eÆiently Non-LTE problems of the seond kind viathe development and appliation of fast iterative methods and aurate formal solvers of the Stokes vetortransfer equation.



Multi-level Aelerated Lambda Iteration with PRDHan UitenbroekNational Solar Observatory/Saramento Peak, P.O. Box 62, Sunspot, NM 88349, USAWhen parts of a spetral line form (i.e., have optial depth near unity) in a region of a stellar atmospherewhere radiative exitation in the line dominates over ollisional exitation, e�ets of oherent satteringhave to be taken into aount. In this paper we will disuss the problem oherent sattering poses formulti-level radiative transfer solutions and how this problem an be solved eÆiently. Several exampleswill be disussed. Among them are a omparison of radiative ooling rates due to the alium H and Klines omputed with angle-dependent and angle-averaged redistribution, and omplete redistribution, and ademonstration of the importane of ross-redistribution for the formation of the oxygen resonane triplet at130 nm.



Diffusion alulations with mass loss in hot white dwarfs and subdwarfsK. Unglaub and I. BuesDr. Remeis-Sternwarte Bamberg, Sternwartstr. 7, 96049 BambergThe ombined e�ets of di�usion proesses and weak winds have been investigated for hot white dwarfson the upper ooling sequene with e�etive temperatures Te� > 50000K and for subdwarf B stars inthe range 25000K � Te� � 40000K. Within the outer stellar envelope haraterized by mass depths< 10�2M� for the elements H, He, C, N and O the equations of ontinuity and the momentum equationsare solved simultaneously. So from a given initial omposition the time evolution of the various abundanesis predited. Detailed opaity alulations allow to take into aount the e�et of the hanging ompositionon the temperature struture. The winds are assumed to be hemially homogeneous and the mass lossrate _M is onsidered as a free parameter.The results show that for subdwarf B stars weak winds with10�14 � _M � 1012M�=yr may explain the typial helium de�ienies and lead to abundane anomalies ofheavy elements. In addition, aording to the loation of these stars in the Te� � log g diagram the existeneof weak winds is plausible. For hot white dwarfs we expet the onset of gravitational settling when duringthe ooling proess the mass loss rate dereases below about 10�11M�=yr. For a �nal lari�ation of thehemial evolution of hot white dwarfs theoretial mass loss rates from hydrodynamial model atmospheresare required.



Analysis of B Supergiants revised: plane-parallel vs Unified modelsM. A. Urbaneja (1), A. Herrero (1) and J. Puls (2)(1) Instituto de Astrof��sia de Canarias, (2) Universit�ats Sternwarte M�unhenWe ompare B supergiants stellar parameters derived from analyses using plane-parallel and uni�ed modelastmospheres. Both odes are stationary, NLTE and un-blanketed, and the atomi data set is also the samefor both of them. Plane-parallel model atmospheres are alulated with ALI using DETAIL/SURFACEfor silion level populations and for the emergent spetra. Uni�ed models are alulated using the ode bySantolaya-Rey, Puls and Herrero (1997).



Instabilities in radiation driven stellar windsViktor Votruba 1;21 Ustav teoretik�e fyziky a astrofyziky P�rF MU, Kotl�a�rsk�a 2, CZ-611 37 Brno, CzehRepubli,votruba�physis.muni.z2 Astronomik�y �ustav, Akademie v�ed �Cesk�e republiky, CZ-251 65 Ond�rejov, Czeh RepubliAlthough basi properties of radiatively driven stellar winds of hot stars are suessfully desribed with thetheory of stationary wind, some observations like strong X-Ray emission, extended absorption throughs inP-Cygni pro�les an not �t this theory exatly.Inluding of the radiation driven instabilities seems to be neessary for the desription of these e�ets.Fousing on Rayleigh-Taylor type instabilities, determinating of their growth rate and the inuene of theKelvin-Helmholtz instability, we summarize importane of this type instabilities on the radiatively drivenstellar wind of hot stars.



Model Photospheres with Aelerated Lambda IterationK. Werner, S. Dreizler, J.L. Deetjen, T. Nagel, T. Rauh, S.L. ShuhInstitut f�ur Astronomie und Astrophysik, Universit�at T�ubingen, GermanyWe review the omputational proedure to onstrut lassial line-blanketed NLTE model atmosphereswith the ALI method. In detail we disuss: Approximate Lambda Operators, fast solution tehniques fornon-linear rate equations, pre-onditioning of rate equations, super-level approah for heavy metal line-blanketing. Most reent suesses and failures in appliations are shortly presented.



NLTE in a hot hydrogen star:the Auer & Mihalas 1969 papers revisitedJorrit Wiersma, Rob Rutten, Thierry LanzSterrekundig Instituut Utreht, The NetherlandsGoddard Spae Flight Center, Greenbelt, USAWe pay tribute to two landmark papers published by Auer & Mihalas in 1969. They modeled hot-starNLTE-RE hydrogen-only atmospheres, using two simpli�ed hydrogen atoms:� ApJ 156, 157: H I levels 1, 2 and , Lyman� the only line� ApJ 156, 681: H I levels 1, 2, 3 and , Balmer� the only lineand omputed LTE and NLTE models with the single line turned on and o�. The results were extensivelyanalyzed in the two papers.Any student of stellar line formation should take these beautiful papers to heart. The �nal exerise inRutten's leture notes \Radiative Transfer in Stellar Atmospheres" asks the student to work through �vepages of questions onerning diagrams from the �rst paper alone! That exerise led to the present workin whih we reompute the Auer-Mihalas hot-hydrogen-star models with TLUSTY, adding results from aomplete hydrogen atom for omparison.Our motivation for this Auer-Mihalas re-visitation is twofold:� to add diagnosti diagrams to the ones published by Auer & Mihalas, in partiular B� , J� , S� graphsto illustrate the role of the radiation �eld, and radiative heating & ooling graphs to illustrate theradiative energy budget,� to see the e�et of adding the rest of the hydrogen atom.



2-dimensional non-LTE Radiative Transfer in Cartesian, ylindrial andspherial oordinatesM. van Noort1, I. Hubeny2 and T. Lanz3NASA Goddard Spae Flight Center, Code 681, Greenbelt MD 20771, USA1Shool of Physis, University of Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia2AURA/NOAO3Department of Astronomy, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, USAA new Radiative Transfer ode that an alulate the non-LTE line transfer problem in a two-level atomformulation in Cartesian, ylindrial and spherial oordinate systems is presented. The transfer equationis solved using the ALI and the short harateristis methods, while allowing for an arbitrary 3-dimensionalveloity �eld.The ode is modularised so that hanging geometry an be aomplished by simply setting a swith, andparallelised for use on a networked PC luster to inrease omputational speed. The spatial parallelizationmethod is employed. It is found to be robust and eÆient, while not relying heavily on fast ommuniation.The internal auray of the ode is tested extensively in all three geometries and is shown to be in goodagreement with appropriate 1-D solutions.


